June 18th, Friday
Lima By Night with dinner at Dama Juana Restaurant.

Visit the main attractions and architectonic monuments beautifully illuminated under the peace and spell of Lima’s night. The excursion shows on detail the imposing Historical Center of Lima. Presents in a panoramic view, important attraction like La Plaza San Martín, El Palacio de Justicia, El Palacio Francés, The Cathedral of Lima, El Palacio Arzobispal, El Palacio de Gobierno, La Estación de los Desamparados, El Convento de San Francisco, and more.

As a closure we will offer you the best Dinner Show prepared and presented specially for you at the well known restaurant “La Dama Juana” where you will appreciate the most important dancing, musical and folkloric in Lima as a magnificent buffet dinner.

Price per Person: USD$ 72.00
Quoted on base of 10 people as minimum
June 19th &ndash; Saturday

**Lima Illuminated and Water Fountains**

The excursion shows on detail the imposing Historical Center of Lima. Presents in a panoramic view, important attractions such as La Plaza San Martín, El Palacio de Justicia, El Palacio Francés, The Cathedral of Lima, El Palacio Arzobispal, El Palacio de Gobierno, La Estación de los Desamparados, El Convento de San Francisco, and more.

We will visit the Water Fountains. The Water Magic Circuit is a marvelous show of Cybernetic and Interactive Ornamental Fountains, with a perfect conjunction between water, Light, music, images, with a Magic Fountain of more than 80 meters and 12 spectacular Cibernetic Fountains, being an important touristic attraction.

As a Historical Park, Monumental Urban Environment and Nations Heritage, El Parque de La Reserva is the gate to the Historical Center of Lima.

**Price per Person:** USD $35.00
Quoted on base of 10 people as minimum.
June 19thth, Saturday

Lima by night with Show at Brisas del Titicaca Restaurant

Departure: 20.00 PM

The best of Peruvian Folklore, under the sky of our city, Lima. During 5 hours of an impressive show. Music, dance and typical food in a night which will connect you with the traditional culture of a noble and generous nation: PERU.

Brisas del Titicaca, one of the most traditional peruvian Cultural Associations, with wide experience in spread the most representative folkloric dances. We will appreciate dances from all around Peru, staged by different dance schools. We will see dances like: El Festejo, Los Caporales, Los Cholones, Los Tigrillos, Marinera Norteña y Marinera Limeña, Huayllas, Tondero, Valicha, Diablada and more. All of them represented with typical and colorful clothes from each region.

**Price per person:** USD$ 50.00

**Quoted on Base of 10 people as minimum.**

- The tables are for 8 and 10 people at the first floor and for 8 and 6 people on the mezzanine.
- The reservation are done by locations, reason why the tables can be shared with other groups.